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• TH E N E W General Radio Megohm
meter, TYPE 1862-A, has been specifically 
designed for the rapid measurement of in

sulation resistance, as well as general re
sistance tes ing such as the measurement 

of high-valued resistors. Consequently, it 

has a considerably wider field of applica
tion than its predecessor, the TYPE 1861-A. 

Since insulating materials u ually exhibit 
a marked voltage coefficient of resistance, i is nece ary for purpo e 
of standardiza ion that measurement be made at one of the accepted 
standard voltage levels, and the level most commonly agreed upon by 
professional and indus
trial groups is 500 volts.1 

Th new megohmmeter 

appli s a con tant 500 

volts to the resistance 
under test and is well 

uited to testing the in
ulation of rotating elec

trical machinery, trans
formers, capacitors, ca
bles and household ap
pliance in production, in 

the repair shop, and in 

the field. 
1 . S . T. l\!L Standards on Electrical 
Insulating l\1ateriuls, D 257-49T. 

Figure 1. View of the megohmmeter with cover removed 
to show panel. 
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The TYPE 1862-A Megohmmeter is 

contained in a cabinet designed for 
portability and ruggedness (see Figure 
2) since it will be as useful in the field as 
in the laboratory. A cover provides a 
storage compartment for the power cord, 
test leads, and other accessories. The 
simplicity of he panel controls (see 
Figure 1) allows its use by untrained 

personnel. Resistance is indicated as the 
product of a meter reading and a multi
plier setting. As S'een from the photo
graph of Figure 3, each decade (0.5 to 
5.0 on the meter) utilizes 90% of the 
meter scale length, and the remaining 
10% provides overlap. There are six 
multiplier positions. The full range of 
the instrument is from 0.5 megohm to 
2,000,000 megohms. 

Other Features 

This new instrument has a number of 
features that contribute to its speed of 
operation, its accuracy, and its safety 
from shock. 

(1) In the DISCHARGE switch posi

tion, all voltage is removed from the 
terminals to allow connecting and dis
connecting the unknown resistance wi h 
complete safety from electric shock. 

(2) At this same switch position, a 
shunt resistor is automatically connected 

across the UNKNOWN 

terminals to remove any 
residual charge in the 
capacitive component of 
the unknown resistance. 

This feature, which is es
pecially useful when the 
leakage resistance of ca
pacitors is measured, was 
adopted because the rel
atively low resistance of 

Figure 3. The Type 1862-A 
Megohmmeter is small, com

pact, and easily portable. 

2 

Figure 2. View of the meter scale. 

the megohmmeter circuit has made the 
rapid measurement of capacitor leakage 
resistance a major application of the 

instrument. 
(3) The circuit resistance in series 

with the unknown is directly propor
tional to the multiplier setting and at 

the lowest setting is so small that it has 
a negligible effect on the charging time 
for even the largest capacitors. There
fore, it is not necessary to charge the 
unknown as a separate operation before 
starting the measurement. 

(4) This instrument is very convenient 
for observing the apparent leakage re
sistance after one and ten minutes of 
charging time as is sometimes done as 
a routine procedure for monitoring the 
condition of installations where dielec
tric absorption is appreciable, 1 as on 
large electrical machinery. 

(5) Voltage-stabilized power supplies 

for both the 500-volt source and the 
vacuum-tube voltmeter circuit con
tribute to a high degree of calibration 
stability. A CHECK switch position is 
provided for checking the calibration 
and controls are provided for readjust
ment. This is necessary usually only 
when tubes are changed. 

(6) In addition to the two UN

KNOWN terminals, a guard and a 
ground binding post are provided on the 
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panel for making three-terminal resist

ance measurements; a typical applica
tion is the measurement of insulation 

leakage between two specific wires of a 
multi-conductor cable: all other wires 
are connected to the guard terminal. 

The ground terminal can be connected 
to either the guard terminal or to one of 

the UNKNOWN terminals. 

Circuit 

Schematically, the circuit is exceed
ingly simple: a 500-volt supply and a 
re i tance standard are connected across 
the UNI{NOWN terminals; a vacuum
tube vol meter across the resistance 

standard i calibrated in megohms (see 
Figure 4). Many of the design features 
stem from the fact that the resistance 

standard is only one five-hundredth of 

the mid-scale resistance of the unknown. 

In the usual ohmmeter circuit they are 
equal. This large ratio is possible here 
because of he high-voltage of the supply 

(500 volt ) and the high sensitivity of 
the meter. The vacuum-tube voltmeter 
sensitivity is one volt at mid-scale. The 

circuit comprises two balanc d triodes 

(the 12A U7 twin triode) in a fully de

generated arrangement. 
Becau e of the large ratio between 

unknown and standard, each decade 
covers 90% of the meter scale. In the 

usual ohmmeter arrangement, the cen
tral decade covers only half of the meter 

scale. Since the standard resistance is 
relatively small, a standard of high sta
bility can be obtained, grid-current 

effects in the vacuum-tube voltmeter are 

ea ily controlled, and circuit leakage 
resistance across the standard is negli

gible. 
Even though a balanced circuit is 

used, the plate supply of the vacuum
tube voltmeter is stabilized by a glow
discharge type of voltage-regulator tub 

NOVEMBER, 195 1 

UNKNOWN 

ffi GUARD 
:J 
0.. 
5 
:::> :::E 500 

VOLTS 

Figure 4. Elementary schematic circuit diagram of the 
Type 1862-A Megohmmeter. 

(OB2) to eliminate all po sible errors due 

to line-voltage fluctuations. 
Similarly, the 500-volt supply i ta

bilized agains line-voltag fluctuations. 
The degenerative series-regulator ype 
of stabilizing circuit is used. The circuit 
constan s are selec ed to main ain 500 

volts across the unkno-vvn resi tor for all 
resistance values within the range of 

the instrument but, if a resistance ap
preciably less han Y2 m gohm is con

nected, the voltage of the supply will 
drop rapidly to limit the curr nt to a 
safe value (less than 30-ma d-c at hort 
circuit in the wors case). 

The six resi tance standards are accu
rate to 1 % or better. A check po ition 

of the control switch simplifies any re

adjustment of the calibration o ca ioned 
by aging or replacement of tubes. Com
plete degeneration in the voltmeter cir

cuit ha resulted in very small tracking 

error between tubes. As a consequenc , 
the accuracy at the low-re i tance end of 
the meter scale is 3%; it is 8o/c at mid-

cale and 12% at the higher-resistance 

end of the scale ("5" on the meter). 
There can be an additional 2% error at 
the highest multiplier setting. 

Operation 

To measure resi tanc , the multiplier 

witch is set a DI CHARGE, and the 
r i tance to be mea ured is connected 
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to the terminals. The switch is then set 

at the unity multiplier point, and any 

capacitance associated with the resistance 

is quickly charged to full voltage. The 

switch is then advanced to successively 

higher multiplier settings until the meter 

reading fall on scale between 0.5 and 5. 
The unknown resistance is then the prod

uct of meter indication and multiplier 

switch setting. 

Figure 5 shows guard-terminal con-

4 

nections for measuring ungrounded and 

grounded 3-terminal resistances. 

It is possible to measure the voltage 

coefficient of resistors if a variable-volt

age external power source ·s available. 

For this purpo e the TYPE 1204-B Unit 

Variable Power Supply2is recommended. 

The method of connection is detailed in 

the instruction book supplied with the 

megohmmeter. 
-A. G. Bo SQUET 

2See General Radio Experimenter, July, 1951. 

SP ECI FICATI ON S 

Range: 0.5 megohm to 2,000,000 megohms. 
There are six decade ranges, as selected by a 
multiplier switch. 

Scale: Each re istance decade up to 500,000 
megohms utilizes 90 % of the meter scale. Cen
ter- cale values are 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10,000, and 

00,000 megohm . 

Accuracy: The accuracy in per cent of indicated 
value up to 50,000 megohms is ±3 % at the 
low-resi tance end of each decade, increasing to 
± 12 % at the high-re istance end. There can 
be an additional ±2% error over the top decade. 

Voltage on Unknown: 500 volts. Over a 105-125 
vol range in upply-line voltage and over the 
resistance range of the instrument, the varia
tion in voltage across the unknown resistor will 
be less than ±2%. At resistance values below 
0.5 megohm, the applied voltage drops to 
limit the current to safe values. 

Terminals: In addition to terminals for connect
ing the unknown, ground and guard terminals 
are provided. At two position of the panel 

witch, all voltage is removed from all terminals 
to permit connection of the unknown in safety. 
In one of the positions, the UNKNOWN ter
minals are shunted to discharge the capacitive 
component of the unknown. All but the ground 
terminal are insulated. 
Calibration Check: A switch position is provided 
for standardizing the calibration. 

Type 
1862-A Megohmmeter 

Design: Since field applications are more severe 
than laboratory use, the instrument, .including 
its panel meter, was designed to be unusually 
rugged. The carrying case can be completely 
cloeed; accessory power cable and te t leads 
are carried in the case. Controls are simplified 
for use by untrained per onnel. 
Tubes: Supplied with the instrument: 

l -12AU7 1-2X2-A 1- 6AU6 
1 - OB2 1 - 6C4 1 - 5651 
l-6X4 

Controls: A switch for selecting the multiplying 
factor, a control for standardizing the calibra
tion, a control for setting the meter to the in
finity reading, and a power switch. 
Mounting: The instrument i assembled on an 
aluminum panel finished in black-crackle lac
quer and is mounted in an. aluminum cabinet 
with black-wrinkle finish and with black-phe
nolic protective sides. The aluminum-cover 
finish is black wrinkle. The ca:se is provided 
with a carrying handle. 
Power Supply: 105 to 125 (or 210 to 250) volts 
at 40 to 60 cycles. The power input is approxi
mately 25 watts. 
Accessories Supplied: Two color-coded test lead 
with phone tips, two insulated probe , wo 
alligator clip and a TYPE 274-MB Plug. 
Dimensions: (Height) 10.:J.-8'" x (width) 93''8" x 
(depth) 11%", over-all. 
Net Weight: 15 Y2 pounds. 

Code Word Price 
J ROR $225.00 

figure 5. Circuit and guard connections for (left) grounded and (right) ungrounded 3-terminal resistors. 
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A HIGH-POWER 
TOROID A L  OUTPUT TRA NSFORMER 

The advantages of the toroidal core 
transformer1 over one u ing a hell-type 
core are becoming more generally recog
nized. Chief among these are the high 
degree of astaticism and the extremely 
tight coupling which can be attained 
between windings extending around the 
complete circumference of the toroid. 
An impedance-matching toroidal tran -
former, TYPE 941-A, was announced a 
year ago.2 Thi article describes a high
power model, the TYPE 942-A Output 
Transformer, de igned primarily for 
coupling push-pull output tubes to a 
voice coil or other low-impedance load. 

Thi transformer combines excellent 
frequency re ponse, low distortion, high 
power-handling capacity, and flexibility 
of impedance ratios in a convenient, 
compact unit. Leakage reactance be
tween primary sections is very mall, to 
give minimum distortion from switching 
transients in conventional push-pull 
amplifier cir"cuits, and connections to 
individual primaries are provided for 
use in the single-ended push-pull am
plifier described in the October Experi
menter. 3 

Th TYPE 942-A is wound on the am 
high-quality toroidal core that is used 
for the TYPE V-5 Variacs and is capable 
of handling peak powers up to 100 watts 
with a minimum of harmonic distortion. 
The core carries eight individual wind
ings, four identical duplex (semi-circum
ferential), banked, primary windings, 
and two pairs of duplex, ingle-layer, 
secondary windings. These windings 
l Horatio W. Lamson,'' ome dvantag s of the Toroidal 

Transformer in Cornmunication Engineering," Tele
Tech, May, 1950. Reprints available on reque t. 

2 Horatio W. Lamson, ''The TYPE 941- . Toroidal Trans
former," General Radio Experimenter, September, 1950. 

3 A. P. G. Peterson, "A Tew Push-Pull Amolifier ir
cuit," General Radio Exerimenler, October, 1951. 

terminate in four ets-of-4 terminals on 
the upper face of the housing. Each pair 
of duplex windings is precisely balanced 
to eliminate circulating current losses 
when they are onnected in parallel. The 
terminals are arranged to f acili ta te par
allel or series connections. 

Impedance Ratios 

The nominal impedance values speci
fied in the connection diagram printed 
on the case of the transformer are based 
on a generator impedance of 6600 ohms 
for all four primary windings in series. 
This is the recomm nded value for a 
pair of 6L6 s operating push-pull clas 
AB. If hese primary windings are con
nected in series-parallel, or all in parallel, 
the corresponding generator impedances 
should be 1650 and 413 ohms respec
tively. 

Series and parallel combinations of 
secondary windings can be connected 
for matching loads of 4, 8, 16, 23, 32, 
47, 59, and 93 ohm . 

Matching generator and load imped
ances are not limited o the values speei
fied above, provided that they have the 

Figure 1. V.iew of tile Type 942-A Output Transformer. 
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corresponding ratios. Eighteen imped

ance ratios are obtainable with this 

transformer, varying from 4.42 to 1650. 

Primary windings can be separated as 
is required by the amplifier described in 
last month's Experimenter or used with 

a center tap in conventional push-pull 

operation. Center taps are also available 

on the 32-ohm and 16-ohm secondary 

windings. 

Coupling Coefficient 

Two different terminal connections 
are indicated for obtaining the 1650-ohm 

primary, designated respectively as TC 
and LC. With the TC (tight-coupled) 

arrangement, each half of the primary 

winding covers the complete circum

ference of the toroid, giving thereby an 
extremely tight coupling between the 
two halves of the primary. Switching 
transients occurring with class AB opera

tion in conventional push-pull systems 

are thereby minimized, and this TC 

arrangement is recommended when con

ventional push-pull circuits are used. 
With the LC (loose-coupled) connec

tions, each half of the primary winding 

is on a separate semi-circumference of 
the toroid. Such an arrangement gives 

more leakage reactance between the two 
halves of the primary but, on the other 
hand, produces a lower capacitance and 

a more extended high frequency range 

� 801-----+----+-��f------i----+--------l 
3: 

I 
0::: 
� 60 t-----+----+---f--�,--:>-.d----+-----l 
0 Q_ 
Cl <l: 
9 40 i------t----+---t-----t----+"""-=-'='� 
fr: 942-A AT 20c 
<l: 
� 20 t-----+----+---f-----+----+-----l 0 
� 

LOAD 
NORMAL IMPEDANCE 
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than the TC connections. Choice de
pends upon the more important crite

rion. The 6600-ohm primary and all of 

the secondaries are tight-coupled. 
The degree of coupling attained is 

indicated by the data in Table I. 
The 6600-ohm primary has an induct

ance of about 24 henrys at initial per
meability and increases with the operat

ing level, see Figure 5. The tight coup
ling achieved between primary and 

secondary windings permits feed-back to 

be taken from the secondary circuit 

with a minimum of phase shift at high 
frequencies. 

TABL E I 
Windings Leakage (1- r2) * 

Inductance 
Half Primary to Half Primary 

Tight-Coupled. . . . . . . . 2.8 mh 0.0004 7 
Loose-Coupled. . . . . . . . 58. mh 0.0097 

Full Primary to 
4 or 16-ohm Secondaries.. 18.0 mh 0.00075 
Full Primary to 
8 or 32-ohm Secondaries.. 14.2 mh 0.00059 
Full Primary to 
Composite Secondaries . . . 6.4 mh 0.00027 

Power Rating and Distortion 
The copper efficiency is indicated by the 

following ratios of d-c resistance to nominal 
source or load impedance (Z). 

Winding 
Primary . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . 

4 or 16-ohm Secondary ............. . 

8 or 32-ohm Secondary ............. . 

Composite Secondaries .. .... . 

Ra-c!Z 
0.046 
0.062 
0.066 
0.034 

When operating at constant level, the power 
rating of an output transformer is determined 
by: (1) temperature rise due to internal losses, 
(2) the level of distortion introduced by the 
transformer at low frequencies and (3), ulti-

*The coupling coefficient, r, varies with the permeability 
of the core and, hence, with the operating level. r is 
measured at initial permeability and is greater at higher 
power levels. Note that leakage inductance is referred to 
the primary. 

Figure 2. Showing 1 % and 2 % 20-cycle distortion 
limits as output load is varied. Taken with source 
impedance 0.14 X nominal primary impedance. Two-

per cent limit points A and B correspond to 
A - Source impedonce = 0.22 nominal primary 

impedance 
B - Source impedance = 0.65 nominal primary 

impedance 
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Figure 3. Showing 1 % and 2 % 30-cycle distortion 
limits as output load is varied. Taken with source 

impedance 0.38 X nominal primary impedance. 

mately, the voltage rating of the insulation. In 
speech or music high levels occur intermittently 
so that the heating effect i.s usually not im
portant, and the rating is determined chiefly by 
the distortion introduced by the non-linear 
magnetic characteristics of the core. 

The level at which serious distortion occurs 
depends both upon the core material used and 
the peak flux density, which varies inversely 
with the frequency. At a specific frequency, an 
arbitrary value of permissible distortion may 
be chosen to specify the rated level. 

Since transformer distortion rises abruptly 
above a certain voltage level, only a small 
change in rating occurs for a considerable range 
of permissible values of distortion. Likewise, the 
impedance of the source driving the transformer 
does not change the rating appreciably. Reduc
ing the source impedance reduces the distortion 
values but makes little change in the level at 
which the abrupt rise in distortion occurs. 

NO VEMBER, 19 51 

The data for Figures 2 and 3, illustrating a 
typical application of the TYPE 942-A, were 
taken on the amplifier described last month.3 
As anticipated, the low-frequency power rating 
varies, to a first approximation, inversely with 
the resistance load applied to the secondary. At 
the nominal impedance, the transformer can be 
expected, as shown in Figure 2, to handle over 
40 watts at 20 cps with a distortion less tha:n 
1 %. This level increases as the square of the 
frequency to 160 watts at 40 cps. When sup
plying a load which is one-half the nominal 
impedance, the transformer can handle 80 watts 
at 20 cps. However, the efficiency at higher 
audio frequencies is reduced by using less than 
the rated load. 

At higher frequencies, above 50 cps, the power 
limit for continuous operation is set by copper 
loss, since eddy current losses in this trans
former are generally negligible, and reduced 
flux density minimizes hysteresis losses. 

The maxi.mum allowable temperature is 
65°C., which permits 8 watts internal dissipa
tion with an ambient temperature of 35°C. 
Since the over-all copper efficiency is of the 
order of 92%, the continuous rating is specified 
as 90 watts at this ambient. The rating will 
then be proportional to the difference between 
65°C. and the actual ambient. When an appre
ciable direct current is in the windings, the d-c 
power dissipated must also be included in de
termining the continuous rating for a given 
application. 

A check of this transformer by the standard 
R TMA test4 for speaker-matching transformers 
indicated a rating appreciably in excess of 100 
watts. 

Adequate secondary windings have been pro
vided to make this output transformer suitable 
for supplying constant-voltage audio distribu
tion systems. 5 For example, the standard 70-volt 
operating level may be obtained from the 93-
ohm secondary for 50 watts or from the 47-ohm 
secondary for 100 watts. 

The lower voltage system or higher power 
levels, or both, are provided for by the lower 
impedance windings. 

3 Loe. cit. 
4 RTMA tandard SE-106, Sound ystem , July, 1949, 

Engineering Department, Radio-Television Manufac
turers Association, Section V. 

5 RTMA Standard SE-101, Amplifiers, December, 1947, 
Engineering Department, Radio-Tel'evision Manufac
turers Association, Section III. Also, RTMA Standard 
SE-106, Sound Systems, July, 1949, Engineering De
partment, Radio-Television Manufacturers Association, 
Section II. 

Figure 4. High-frequency characteristics of the Type 
942-A Output Transformer. 

Figure 5. Over-all frequency characteristics of 
the transformer. 
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Frequency Characteristic 
The frequency characteristic of an audio 

transformer depends, in part, upon the source 
and load impedances and the turns ratio. The 
leakage reactance between primary and second
ary, and the winding capacitances, determines 
the high frequency cut-off, while the low fre
quency characteristic is determined by the 
primary reactance which, in turn, i a function 
of both frequency and operating level. 

Typical high frequency characteristics for 
the TYPE 942-A, using matching turns ratios 
and tight-coupled primaries, are shown in 
Figure 4. A comparison of Curves A and B 
shows the effect of changing the nominal im
pedance level of a transformer which i coupling 

8 

a given source and load, while a comparison of 
curves B and C demonstrates the effect of 

hanging the impedances of both source and 
load which are coupled by a given transformer. 

Figure 5 gives the over-all frequency charac
teristic with a 1650-ohm source and a 93-ohm 
load. The effect of the lower capacitance of the 
LC primaries on the upper range i indicated, 
and the low-frequency range is depressed, due 
to a reduction in operating level and the corre
sponding drop in effective primary inductance. 

A typical application of this transformer wa 
discussed in the article enti led "A New Pu h
Pull Amplifier Circuit," appearing in the Octo
ber, I 951, issue of the Experimenter. 

-HORATIO w. LAM ON 

S PECIFICATIONS 

Impedance Ratios: See page 5. 
Frequency Range: See Figures 4 and 5. 
Distortion: I% at nominal impedance and con
tinuous power rating above 30 cycles. See 
Figure 3. 
Power Rating: 90 watts continuous for an am
bient of 35°0., with no de in windings. With 
de in windings rating must be reduced so as 
not to exceed allowable power loss. 
Allowable Power Loss: 8 watts for 30°C. ri e over 
ambient. 
Maximum Transformer Temperature: 65°C. 

Type 

942-A Output Transformer . 

Winding Resistances: See page 6. 
Leakage Inductances: See Table I. 
Primary Inductance: Primaries in series, approx
imately 24 hen.ries at initial permeability. 
Insulation: The transformer is insulated for 2000 
volts between individual winding and between 
each win.ding and the case. 
Dimensions: (Height) 3 .%' x (diameter) 5 ;!;4 
inches, over-all. 
Mounting: Above or below shelf, with ingle 
center bolt supplied. 
Net Weight: 7 pound . 

Code Word Price 
TRANTORDOG $55.00 
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